The prison at Garnett Ridge, AZ is a speculative prison system designed for the incarceration rates in the United States during the year 1990. The initial design calls for 250 beds with 120 beds available to be added through additional housing units. In order to accommodate a maximum capacity of 500 inmates and support staff, additional control nodes and housing units will be linked to the original node over the course of 25 years.

By 2015 the prison reaches a capacity of 500 inmates. In addition to the new housing units, conservatories dedicated to providing inmates with academic and vocational education are established. Housing for educators, artists in residence, and additional facility are added to the community.

50 Years after the initial construction of the prison at Garnett Ridge, New Vegas is founded as a township to facilitate the increasing academic and commercial resource prevalent within the community. A fully functioning medical conservatory is completed which includes prenatal and neonatal facilities to serve the new families within the community. The original prison housing units are inverted to provide open pathways and roads between public plazas.

Within 75 years New Vegas is a fully functioning township with the original prison infrastructure integrated into the urban fabric. As the population of both residents and inmates increases over time, the town is allowed to grow as a whole society. This type of growth allows new and long term inmates the ability to exist within a progressive social environment and furthers their ability to reintegrate with society upon release.

*See city tax plan showing overlay of original prison infrastructure and 2090 tax plots.*